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ON SOME RELATIONS OF TWO 2-DIMENSIONAL
UNIFIED FIELD THEORIES

By PHIL UNG CHUNG

1. Introduction

A. 2-dimensional g-UFT and *g-UFT. In the usual Einstein's un
ified field theory (g-UFT) the generalized 2-dimensional Riemannian space
X2 referred to a real coordinate system XV is endowed with a real nonsym
metric tensor gJ.", which may be split into its symmetric part hAIl and skew'
symmetric part kJ.", (*):

(l.l)a gJ.",=hJ.",+kJ.""
where
(l.l)b I!j=Det(gJ.",) *0, d=Det(hJ.l') *0, £l(=Det(k.l",) *0.
The tmsor hJ.1' together with hJ.v, uniquely defined by

(1. 2) hJ.",hJ.v=0I'"'

are used for raising and/or lowering indices in 2-dimensional g,-UFT.
The differential geometric structure is imposed on X2 by the tensor gA", by

means of a connection r/I' given by the system of Einstein's equations [3J
(1.3) DwgJ.I'=2Sw/gJ.a,
where Dw denotes the symbol of the covariant derivative with respect to n",
and sJ./=rGu.Jo

On the other hand, 2-dimensional *gJ."-unified field theory (*g- UFT) m
the same space X2 referred to a real coordinate system x" is defined to be
based upon the real nonsymmetric tensor *gJ.v defined by
(1. 5) gJ.",*gJ.V = 01'".
It may also be decomposed into its symmetric part *hJ.' and skew-symmetric
part *kJ.v:
(1.6) *gA'=*h),'+*k"'.
Since Det(*hJ.v) *0, we may define the tensor *h),1' by
(1.7) *hJ./h),'=o/.

In the 2-dimensional *g-UFT we use both *h),1' and *hJ.v as tensors for raising
and /or lowering indices of all starred tensors defined in X 2 in the usual manner.

(*) Throughout the present paper, Greek indices take the values 1,2 and follow the summation
convention.
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We then have, for example,
(1.8)a *k1,,=*kP6*k2/hM , *gJ."=*gP6*h)./h,,,n

so that ,.",'., .
(1.8)b ... , *g;;==*A .+~~#',., ' ",·.I

" .' . ~ ., . , r:", r
Similarly the differential geometric structure in 2-dimensional *g-UFT is

imposed on X 2 by means of a, connection rjt' given by the following system
of equations equivalent to (1. 3) :
(1.9) D01*g2v=-2S_*g""a.

Using the following densisties andascalars, we define the; following:

, l " " ~~,.~t~*g"...)n:""'d"l=,Det(*h2,,),
(l:.JO) .. ~ "~.fI'=P~t{1~},{f~'; g=:q!d~-: ,

, '. k;=tJf,ld~' .*g=~(J/~d'# ~k:=r*/J(,/Q,. "... , '" ... :....' ..... ". ."

Chung [lJ ptovedthat two·unified. ~m;of' fields g .." and *g~;,arerelate<I;by

(1 11)a *h1v=lh"v *glV=lklv ; j~ ,- '" f"
• g' g'

(l.ll)b "'h"/l= gh2/l' *kJ./l=gk"/l"

and that l"',' '" :"" {,',', :';.,
.': " ..

(1.12) g;=l+~, ',.*g"T,l+*k.
. ."

In both 2-dimensional unified field theories, it is obvious that there exists
only the first class" since ' :

,. j;: !.'7 (k12) 2><>:: *,pc '*(k12).2>O..

B. ~~:"TIie ~~e o(the p~nt,~per i~ to derive some' ~elatio,ns
of 2--:d~~o~~ E::UFT·.. ap.~ ~g-Uf1'" 9~er '''#jan (l.11) and (1.12)..
These results" are Used tomvesiigatEdhe reIa:tionship: between: two different
expression!>" of tQ:rsi()p. tensor s}.,.~, wJ:Uch ,lea~ to a solution_"b! (1.~3)and
,(1.9). in ,E;,iJJ,sttlIl's,2-dim~s~onal ~ed ~eld theoria ~ ;

. .. . • . .' ',' '" .'" . j.. . ~'. ..... .~ ~,','

.. .,.. ", ,~ "... , .' ., .
2. Some relations of "2~dim~nsioiiai' '7Y!!-T,and *g-UPT

In this'~oti,"we derive; several telations of two 2-dimensionaI unified
field theories and obtain a simple expressio;n for the torison tensor in 2:
dimensional *g-UFT.

1HEOREM (2. 1). The sc~lar/d~fi~d i,! (1. to). arq relat~d by

f.2-J).., ,...\ ;', ':,',i .... ' .";g~~,.~=+. ~ .. " ;'~. .':
;t Pr061.\:PUtting ',-'qi::net~.gA>i),:, 'we ·MVe .~:

(2. 2.) ,,::; " (J~-:-:-11,1*fJ,~~#il"iJ" ;*P:="829.,;iI'a;: .. !f/J(,•.
which may be obtained from (1.5), (1. 8)~; 'and' (1.1i)b. The relations
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(2.1) are results of (1. 10) and (2.2). An alternative proof of *k=k is
obtained from (1. 12) using *g= g.

THEOREM (2.2). We ha've

(2.3) *{a} _ {a} I g, 2 ( _ Og)Aa - ila 'g g,2- ox2'

where {I,u} and * {Ittl are the ChristojJel symbols of the second kind formed

with respect to h;,," and *h;,f.l' respecth'Cly.

Proof. In virtue of (1. 11) b, two Christoffel symbols are related by

(2.4) * {I,u} = {J,J +~ig (g, i/+g, "o/-g, f,h"Ph"f.l)'

Hence

* {fa} = {fa} + ig (g, aO/'-+-g, i.aaa-g, iil) = U~} + g/ '
which proves (2.3).

THEORE\i (2. 3). We ha,..e
(2. 5) *r"*k"'f.l=gV~k",f.l'

where 17, and *V" are the symbolic ,.'ector of the co'variant derivative with respect

to {J,ul and *{J.ul, respectively.

Proof. Since k"f.l is skew-symmetric, it suffices to show that *r/k12=gr,k1Z.
This result follows in the following way, using (1. 11)band (2.3):

*r,*k1Z=o/k1Z - *{~} *kf,z- * {:2} *k1f,

=o}kIZ - * {l)~} *k1Z

=oJgkd - ({l)~} -+- g;" )gkIZ=gr"k1Z'

RE.\IARK. Chung [2J proved that in 2-dimensional g-UFT the torsion
tensor SWI'" satisfying Einstein's equations (1. 3) is given by

1
SWf.l"=--gf7,k",!,"

In virtue of (2.1) and (2.5), we see that in 2-dimensional *g-UFT the
same torsion tensor SWf.l" (satisfying (1. 9» may be given by a simple expre
ssion
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